GUESS THE BIRTH DATE

Take a guess at the date and time of the baby’s birth! Choose a date and write your name along with your best guess at what time the baby will be born!

After the birth, the person who had the best guess will win a special prize!

HOW BIG IS HER BELLY?

Using the ribbon provided, cut a length that you think would be closest to the length of the ribbon if wrapped around the new mom’s belly!

The person with the ribbon that is closest to the actual circumference of the mom to be, wins!
HOW MANY Words DO YOU SEE?

TAKE A LOOK AT THE HANGING NAME BANNER AND TRY TO COME UP WITH AS MANY WORDS AS YOU CAN USING THE LETTERS.

THE PERSON WHO COMES UP WITH THE MOST WORDS, WINS!

BINGO!

USING THE BLANK BINGO BOARD, FILL IN EACH SPACE WITH AN ITEM THAT YOU THINK THE MOM-TO-BE MIGHT RECEIVE AT THE SHOWER. AS SHE OPENS HER GIFTS, MARK OFF EACH ITEM YOU HAVE ON YOUR BOARD.

THE FIRST PERSON TO GET FIVE IN A ROW AND YELL BINGO, WINS!
NAME THAT
Movie

Read each quote and try to name what movie it is from. The person who guesses the most number of movies correct, wins!